GRAPHIC DESIGN MARKETING LIBERAL EDUCATION GUIDELINES

**Writing & Information Literacy**
REQUIRED - Writ 1120 – College Writing

**Oral Communication & Languages – one course**
Your choice between:
REQUIRED - Comm 1222 – Interpersonal Communication  
or Comm 1112 – Public Speaking  
or a Foreign Language (ASL does not count in this instance)

**Logic & Quantitative Reasoning – one course**
Your choice between:
REQUIRED - Math 1160 - Finite Math (requires an ACT Math score of 24 or a C- in Math 1005) : (Math 1005 requires an ACT Math score of 21 or SSP 103).  
or Math 1296 - Calculus I (requires an ACT Math score of 27)

**Natural Sciences – two courses**
Your choice

**Social Sciences – two courses**
REQUIRED – Econ 1003 Economics and Society  
REQUIRED – Psy 1003 General Psychology

**Humanities – two courses**
REQUIRED – ArTH 1303 History of World Art I  
Or ArTH 1304 History of World Art II  
Or ArTH 1305 Survey of Non-Western Art  
REQUIRED – Blaw 2001 Business Law

**Fine Arts – two courses**
REQUIRED – Art 1900 Visual Literacy  
REQUIRED – Any Music or Theatre liberal education course

**Global Perspectives – one course**
ArTH 1305 – Survey of Non-Western Art or ArTH 1303 – World Art I fulfills this category

**Cultural Diversity in the US – one course**
REQUIRED - ArTH 2390 - American Art of the 20th Century

**Sustainability – one course**
Choose a Natural Science course that includes Sustainability

*SFA requirement for all Art & Design Majors adds a course